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Kim Diehl adds a delightful new collection to her best-selling Simple series of books.
Quilters will be thrilled to find beautifully scrappy quilt patterns in a variety of sizes.
Kim's signature "Pin Point" tips help ensure success Gorgeous photos offer a host of
inspiring decorating ideas Quilt patterns feature Kim's trademark mixture of patchwork
and applique
This outstanding collection of traditional block patterns -- one for every day of the year
-- includes rotary-cutting directions, full-color illustrations, and a cutting key for each
design.
“With its diverse selection of fabrics and designs, A Quilting Life is a fine pick for any
quilter looking to produce family-oriented keepsake results.” —The Needlecraft Shelf
Bring the handmade tradition home with these charming quilts and home accessories.
Inspired by a grandmother who loved to sew for her family, quilter and blogger Sherri
McConnell gives traditional patterns like hexagons, stars, snowballs, and Dresden
Plates a new look featuring fabrics by some of today’s most popular designers.
Nineteen cozy projects include pillows, tote bags, table runners, and larger quilts—quick
and easy designs that make great gifts. “Sherri’s book is a treasure! It’s full of fun and
straight-forward patterns for quilts, table toppers, pillows, bags and more—all the
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goodies to make a cozy home.” —Thimbleanna “Would you like the opportunity to make
tomorrow’s heirlooms in today’s vast selection of prints? . . . If so, this could be the
reference book that will get you started. There are 19 projects, mainly focusing on
handmade household items but including some larger quilts too.” —Fabrications Quilting
for You “Beautiful inspiration if you are a seasoned quilter, but also a great resource
with clear and in some cases, simple patterns for newbies as well.” —Diary of a Quilter
“Color photos of finished needlework projects accompany step-by-step diagrams and
assembly patterns, while at-a-glance sidebars covering materials and cutting allow
needleworkers to gauge the complexity of each project.” —The Needlecraft Shelf
The pairing of red and green is an enduring palette that takes its place among the
classics. Centuries ago, red-and-green quilts commemorated a marriage or a woman's
transition to the empty-nest stage at home. Times have changed, but admiration for the
color combination remains strong. Use modern-day techniques to create 14 timeless
quilts from the spectacular designers whose work you know and love. Susan Ache ·
Lissa Alexander · Lisa Bongean · Pam Buda · Betsy Chutchian · Carol Hopkins · Sheryl
Johnson · Sandy Klop · Jo Morton · Laurie Simpson · Edyta Sitar · Karen Styles · Corey
Yoder · Paula Barnes & Mary Ellen Robison
Sophisticated Style with Simple Piecing. Multiple sizes, alternative colorways, and
design tips are included for all 10 project quilts. Patterns range from "quick and easy" to
"involved but inspiring". Learn about color theory, fabric selection, and elements of
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design. Build your skills with step-by-step instruction and tips on piecing, hand or
machine appliqué and quilting, and finishing. This is your "go-to" book for contemporary
quiltmaking! You'll love the dramatic results you get with this modern approach to
quiltmaking. Popular author/designer team of Weeks Ringle and Bill Kerr present their
design and construction methods with 10 projects, then show you how to transform
their ideas into quilts that truly express who you are.
Features 365 quilt-block patterns for piecing with a handy index Provides color
illustration, lettered line drawing, and cutting instructions Includes a variety of block
sizes from one day to the next; each day?s block pattern is shown in one size
Short on time but keen on style? Looking for a quick, fun-to-sew project to perk up your
decor? Or perhaps you want to stitch a quilt to celebrate a special occasion, but you're
short on time. Quilters always need patterns that are both pleasing to look at and quick
to make. If you can relate, you've got 54 reasons to love this collection of (54!) fast-tofinish patterns. Projects range from pretty and petite pieces to large, snuggly lap quilts
and everything in between. Dive into your fabric stash or swing by your local quilt shop,
and you'll be on your way to a fantastic finish in no time.
Hooray for MORE hexagons! The best-selling author of The New Hexagon is back with
52 new ways to play with hexagon shapes. Using her efficient, accurate methods for
English paper piecing, Katja Marek shares streamlined how-to techniques such as
basting with glue and using precut paper templates. Katja's also expanded the hexPage 3/13
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abilities by including a variety of block sizes. Choose from: 14 twelve-inch blocks 38 sixinch blocks 5 pretty projects to show off the blocks you create!
This value-packed book features 101 inspiring quilt patterns in a wide array of colors
and popular styles. Create doll quilts, wall quilts, table runners, candle mats, lap quilts,
and so much more. Enjoy designs from such trusted names as Country Threads,
Kathleen Tracy, Kim Diehl, Little Quilts, Lori Smith, and Mary Hickey Styles range from
two-color quilts to totally scrappy designs--use convenient precuts and fat quarters or
fabrics pulled from your stash Try a variety of techniques with a minimal investment of
time and money
Turn your scrappy mess into a quilting success! Armed with the easy-to-use
S.C.R.A.P.S. system (style, contrast, repetition, accent color, palette, and selvages),
you’ll sew extraordinary quilts from every last bit of the fabric you love—even the tiniest
scraps. Personalize 16 beginner-friendly quilts using the blank coloring pages, or apply
the concepts to tackle any scrap quilt you want to make. These 6 must-know scrap
secrets will forever change the way you look at scrap quilting!
In the climate of “make do and mend,” sales of sewing machines have soared, but
many are only accompanied by a difficult-to-understand technical manual. Here, Jane
Bolsover provides a comprehensive guide for beginners. Starting with an essential
overview of the sewing machine, learn how to thread it and wind bobbins, why tension
is important, and which needles to choose. There's information on the basic sewing kit
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you will need, plus advice on which fabrics to choose and how to cut out. The chapters
then build into a complete sewing course, and at the end of each chapter is a simple
project to consolidate the skills you have just mastered. The projects include items for
the home, including a cushion cover and a lampshade, stylish accessories, such as
bags and scarves, plus great clothing basics, such as an A-line skirt and a simple shift
dress. Also included at the back of the book are two full-size pull-out paper pattern
sections.
Discover a new collection of cozy quilts in the primitive country style that made Country
Comforts so popular. With her casual approach and appealing quilt patterns, Cheryl
Wall invites quilters of all skill levels to enjoy the creative process. Create 13 homey
patchwork quilts in a variety of sizes; many are accented with charming applique details
Learn piecing methods as well as simple techniques for cotton and wool applique Make
great use of your scraps in these country-style projects
50 quilt blocks for the 50 states from "Hearth & Home" Magazine.
That Patchwork Place QuiltOfficial That Patchwork Place Quilt Calendar 2021, 12
MonthsIndependently Published

Come join the fun as Pat Sloan takes you on a joyful journey through a year's
worth of celebrations. You'll find easy patchwork and fusible-appliqué; projects for
Valentine's Day, Easter, the Fourth of July, Halloween, Thanksgiving, and
Christmas. Stitch welcoming lap quilts and table toppers, plump and pretty
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pillows, trick-or-treat totes, cozy Christmas stockings, and more. Keep your home
decor looking fresh and cheery as the seasons change, and always have the
perfect pattern on hand for a housewarming or holiday gift. With inspiring photos,
easy-to-follow instructions, and 17 terrific designs at your fingertips, you're on
your way to a great year!
More than 28,000 quilters have sewn along with the Splendid Sampler
community online. Now Pat Sloan and Jane Davidson return with 100 all-new
block patterns to inspire quilters all over the world, all over again! Choose blocks
designed by Pat and Jane plus superstar quilters Lissa Alexander, Carrie Nelson,
Jenny Doan, Susan Ache, Betsy Chutchian, and many more. Blocks made with
patchwork, applique, embroidery, and paper piecing provide plenty of
opportunities to try new techniques. You'll discover fun ideas for arranging your
blocks in a gallery of sampler quilts. Share your progress online and experience
the joys of quilting with this "Splendid" community of quilters!
Discover how to reproduce the time-honored treasures of the past with
authenticity and ease. Create your own versions of antique designs from a
stunning collection of history-rich quilts spanning the late 1800s through the
1930s. Get the historic look you love with detailed instructions for constructing
your reproduction from start to finish, with a special focus on the types of quilting
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designs popular through the years. Use your modern quilting tools and skills to recreate antique quilts for daily use or display An essential resource, brimming with
possibilities for antique-quilt lovers Close-up photos and detailed construction tips
make it easy to understand how antique quilts were finished
Kim Brackett is back with more of her masterful designs! If you enjoyed the
popular Scrap-Basket Surprises, you'll love this all-new collection of eye-catching
quilts. Designed for 2 1/2" strips, each project is perfect for convenient precut
bundles--or for cutting strips from your stash. Enjoy a varied assortment of
fabrics, from soft pastels to rich country colors to contemporary batiks Choose
from 18 exciting quilts--a great value Find concise, clear instructions appropriate
for all skill levels
Anyone can learn to machine quilt! Lessons in quilting with a walking foot,
freehand quilting with a darning foot, and quilting with decorative threads are
included.
Featuring dazzling quilts from top designers, and step-by-step instructions, this
calendar features 12 gorgeous quilts from some of the world's top designers including Vicki Bellino, Kim Diehl, Sara Diepersloot, Nancy Mahoney, and Jo
Parrott. It also includes a 28-page pullout booklet that features step-by-step
instructions for each quilt.
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- Official That Patchwork Place Quilt Calendar 2021, 12 Months January 2021
Through December 2021 - THE PERFECT GIFT FOR That Patchwork Place
Quilt LOVER - The That Patchwork Place Quilt 12 Months January 2021 Through
December 2021 Calendar is the perfect Christmas stocking filler for That
Patchwork Place Quilt lover! Including quality images of That Patchwork Place
Quilt doing hilarious things, this calendar will bring a smile to whoever receives it!
- STAY ON THE TOP OF YOUR LIFE - When life gets busy, and it seems so
hard to keep track of all the important dates in your life and manage your time.
Our beautiful calendar can help you become more efficient and you can control
your own life with the help of our calendar. Live your own life and become a
better version of yourself with this calendar! - HIGH QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHS The 25 pages with the best pictures are a definite conversation starter, make
your calendar stand out in your home with this unique That Patchwork Place Quilt
calendar, it definitely brings the fun personality of these That Patchwork Place
Quilt to your home. - BEST QUALITY MATERIALS (LARGE 8.5" x 8.5" size) With colour and glossy cover, this calendar uses the highest quality paper to give
you the best calendar. Pages are 8.5" x 8.5". - Don't wait until the last minute and
miss out. Start enjoying your January 2021 Through December 2021 That
Patchwork Place Quilt Calendar TODAY! - Please Note: This is not a wall
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calendar, It will be a lovely addition to your home/office desk.
Proving that the best things really do come in small packages, Kim Diehl shares 18 cuteas-can-be quilt designs in this delightful sequel to Simple Whatnots. Dig into your scrap
bin, box, or basket, and get ready to have some quilting fun. And be sure to read Kim's
expert advice sprinkled throughout as Extra Snippet tips to help your sewing time be
even more enjoyable. Dozens of photos offer inspiration for displaying completed quilts
on the wall, as table toppers, draped on a charming school desk or ladder--the options
are plentiful! Layer these little showstoppers with your favorite antiques and collections
to bring a bit of sparkle to even the smallest nooks in your home.
Set goals, know what you have on hand, track what you need, and keep all your
essential notes in one place with this quilter's planner from Sherri McConnell of
AQuiltingLife.com.
Discover a dazzling array of quilts featuring Star blocks, a perennial favorite of quilters
for generations. Inspiration abounds with 44 stellar designs from a host of brilliant
designers, including Betsy Chutchian, Kim Diehl, Barbara Groves and Mary Jacobson,
Lynne Hagmeier, Nancy Mahoney, Sherri L. McConnell, Jo Morton, and many more.
Add sparkle throughout the house with projects ranging from 12" square to queen-size
bed quilts and set your sights upon the stars.
Let Mother Nature inspire your quilting with this guide full of inspiring ideas, techniques,
and tips from the acclaimed fabric and quilt designer. Following the success of her FreePage 9/13
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Motion Quilting Idea Book and Rulerwork Quilting Idea Book, Amanda Murphy shares
an all-new volume packed with exciting designs. This handy guide provides more than
one hundred original ideas inspired by the elements around you—water, air, feathers,
ferns, leaves, sticks, stones, flowers, and fire. Amanda’s step-by-step instructions will
help you gain confidence in your free-motion work. Then she offers a myriad of ideas
organized by element and design type for you to you branch out and get creative. With
Organic Free-Motion Quilting Idea Book, you can add texture, movement, and a sense
of the natural world to your quilting, whether you're sewing on a domestic sewing
machine or a longarm.
If you're a busy quilter with little time for your hobby you'll LOVE these time-saving
patterns made with charm squares. Using these precuts will allow you more time to
actually sew. Save time by having your fabric selection already decided and cut out for
you. Our designers put together a great collection of timeless patterns perfect for
you--The busy quilter.Sidebars included in this pattern book:Raw-edge Fusible
AppliqueCurved Piecing
A compilation of 365 free-motion quilting designs from the Free Motion Quilting Project
blog, this new edition of a wildly popular book contains a treasury of ideas and
inspiration. From blocks to sashing to borders, find hundreds of filler designs perfect for
every area of your quilt. Feeling confused by free-motion quilting? Get back on track
with Leah's quick tips on everything from machine settings to preparing your quilt top
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and backing for quilting. New spiral binding so you can keep it open hands-free while
you quilt Challenge yourself to memorize not mark a new design every day for a year
Break out of your stippling rut! High-quality photos of each meticulously stitched design
Largest collection of free-motion designs ever published"
Generations of quilters have been captivated by the simple beauty of red-and-white
quilts. Today's quilters are no different. Whether it's humble patchwork or more complex
designs, a quilt stitched in only red and white fabrics speaks to the hearts of so many
quilters. In Red & White Quilts, 14 of our generation's top designers share their takes
on red-and-white quilts, ranging from vintage-inspired beauties to more modern styles.
From patchwork to applique to English paper piecing, designers including Lisa
Bongean, Sue Daley, Kim Diehl, Victoria Findlay Wolfe, Carrie Nelson, Camille
Roskelley, and Jen Kingwell offer a one-of-a-kind collection sure to inspire you to create
your own legacies in red and white.
Create 12 seasonal wall quilts to hang in your home throughout the year with these projects
from the bestselling author of Cozy Modern Quilts. These charming wall quilts are quick and
easy to make for yourself and more for gifts. Transferring appliqué designs is a snap with this
handy package of full-size patterns. Signature colors and motifs from best-selling author, Kim
Schaefer. Darling images combine piecing and fusible appliqué. Start a family tradition that
you'll enjoy all year 'round by making these adorable wall quilts. Hang a new one in your home
each month! Smile with your cheery snowman in the winter, laugh at the mischievous ants
crawling through your summer picnic, and get your apple ready for the teacher in the fall.
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Paper piecing is popular, so now's the time to teach quilters to move beyond squares and
rectabgles and give their quilts a few points - sharp points. Readers will discover a varied
assortment of bold looks.
Capture the joys of country life in a homespun quilt! Learn all about this design duo's legendary
quilt shop, Country Threads, which is visited by quilters from around the country. An array of
lighthearted, scrappy quilt patterns with a unique farmhouse flavor celebrate the signature
Country Threads style.
Rip in your jeans? Snag in a sweater? Tear in a tea towel? They all present an opportunity for
one-of-a-kind creativity! With this fun introduction to unconventional mending techniques in a
format that's half how-to guide, half idea book, anyone can give worn and torn items new life.
Start by learning hand-mending methods, including boro, embroidery, patching, and darning.
Then rev up the sewing machine for fast mends that put the pedal to the metal. Even with a
limited budget and not much time to spare, you can create eye-catching repairs with visible
mending--35 examples and more than 150 photos make it easy to put your unique mark on
everything you mend!
Turn fat quarters into gorgeous quilts! A great resource for quilters, especially beginners, fat
quarters are bundles of colorful, coordinating fabrics so all of the “choosing” is already done
for them! Fat Quarter Workshop features 12 quilt patterns and step-by-step projects using
these convenient bundles, plus insightful details on how to choose fabrics and colors to use in
your quilt projects and essential quilting techniques. Also included are clear explanations for
special treatments and techniques, from custom ruler work, free motion quilting, straight-line
quilting, and more. Author Stephanie Soebbing is the owner of Quilt Addicts Anonymous and
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Stashin' with Stephanie where she provides a fat quarter subscription service for quilters. She
is also the author of the wildly popular Simple Quilts for the Modern Home.
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